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The oppressive heat of an exceptionally hot summer is finally beginning to wane and
signs of fall are slowly beginning to appear around Fujiyoshida City and the Fuji Five Lakes area.
The evenings are getting progressively cooler and children and teens are enjoying the last
remaining moments of summer vacation before their fall trimester begins. Their playful laughter
and banter can he heard echoing across the lakes and throughout our narrow city streets.
This summer marked the first climbing season following Mt. Fuji´s long-awaited
inscription as a Unesco World Cultural Heritage site, making it a particularly busy summer for us
at the International Affairs Desk. The climbing season is coming to an end and our hearts (and
inboxes) will surely feel empty without the company of our many visitors from abroad. We
successfully completed the foreign racer registration for the 66th Annual Fuji Mountain Race and
were incredibly pleased and impressed with foreign racer turnout and perfomance this year! Our
25th Annual Middle Sichool Sister-City Delegation trip to Colorado Springs is currently
underway and we are eagerly awaiting their safe return. With the end of such a busy summer
season full of so many lively events and festivities comes a slight pang of sadness. One can´t help
but wonder what to do after the heat and high energy of summer fade.
Not to fret! As the cool northern air sweeps across the nation, so too begins the
“Kouyou / Momiji” (autumn foliage) season. The Fuji Five Lakes area is renowned for its
spectacular autumn foliage (typically the most brilliant in the latter half of October) and boasts
several different viewing opportunities and events between the end of October and middle of
November. With Mt. Fuji as the backdrop and the lakes in the foreground reflecting the brilliant
hues of red maples and yellow gingkos, one can hardly find a more idyllic way to enjoy the
changing of seasons. Autumn festivals and foods, including locally-grown seasonal vegetables and
regional specialties, can be enjoyed amidst this vibrant spectacle of colors.
We invite you to explore the wealth of breathtaking natural beauty in the Fuji Fives
Lakes area, discover something, someone or some place new, and “fall” in love all over again
with Fujiyoshida and the Fuji Five Lakes this season!

from the Editor

“Fall” in Love:
Bidding Farewell
to Summer

fujiyoshida_iad
www.facebook.com/iadFUJI

with Fujiyoshida & the Fuji Five Lakes Area
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* The International Affairs Desk has launched an official Fujiyoshida City Facebook page!
>> STAY CONNECTED: www.facebook.com/iadFUJI // @Fujiyoshida City // #iadFUJI
* The official Fujiyoshida City homepage will be under construction once the climbing season comes
to an end. The current page will remain online and general information will be available. However
information may no longer be kept up to date. For questions and specific up to date information
please contact the Internationaol Affiars Desk directly via telephone, Skype, email or Facebook.

・・・・・・・・

Mr. Robin Lawrentz returned stateside at the end of July after many years of hard
work in Fujiyoshida. My name is Yumi Matson and I have taken over his position
as the Coordinator for International Relations at Fujiyoshida City Hall. Please feel
free to contact me at the International Affairs Desk at anytime! I am excited to
take on the Reiho and look forward to supporting the international community
and providing you with good information, stories, advice & more!
Fuji Hokuryo High School has welcomed a new JET ALT
(Assistant Language Teacher), Mr. Tristan Colterjohn
(23),from Hamilton, Ontario, Canada! He will be teaching
1st and 2nd year classes 14 times a week. We wish you the
best of luck as you settle into your new job and life!

Events & Info

TOP 3
Lake Kawaguchiko

Lake Yamanakako
Enjoy the brilliant autumn
foliage on the southern bank of
Lake Yamanakako with nightly
illuminations of 600m of maple
and ginko trees (4:30-8:00)

Arakura Sengen Shrine

A beautifully illuminated 200m
corridor of vibrant autumn foliage
on the north-eastern bank of
Lake Kawaguchiko.

“Momiji Kairo”

“Yuuyake no Nagisa” Park

Sept. -- Nov.

Late Oct. -- Mid Nov.

Oct. 25 -- Nov. 10
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Arakura Sengen Shrine

“Fujikawaguchiko Momiji Matsuri”

“Yuuyake no Nagisa Kouyou Matsuri”

Home to the Chureito Pagoda,
an iconic symbol of Fujiyoshida,
Arakura Sengen Shrine offers a
uniquely beautiful vantage point
for viewing the autumn foliage.

photos taken from Fujiyoshida, Kawaguchiko & Yamanakako related tourism websites
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Local News. Local Stories. Local Interest.
So what exactly is “omotenashi” ?
“Omotenashi” can be translated as “hospitality” or “service.” On
a person-to-person, micro-level this can mean something as simple
as a casual kind gesture like a passing smile or simple greeting, a
helping hand or an answer to a question. But what exactly does
this motto mean on a macro level? On a city scale?

The mural on the side of
Fujiyoshida City Hall is a
daily reminder of Mt. Fuji’ s
designation as a Unesco World
Cultural Heritage site & of our
motto 「おもてな市」 “omotenashi”

Fujiyoshida, in conjunction with JTB (Japan Tourism Bureau),
hosted an “omotenashi” workshop at the beginning of July.
The city welcomed citizens and representatives from various
businesses in the Fuji Five Lakes area who wanted to know
how to better interact with the increasing number of tourists.
The workshop included a short lecture and a role-playing
activity where foreign residents in the community were asked
to play the part of tourists by asking questions and seeking
information in their native, non-Japanese language. There
were English, Chinese, French and Portugese speakers
present. The primary message of the workshop was to be
kind, patient and unafraid. Particular emphasis was placed
on the importance of smiling and making guests feel
welcome despite language barriers.

The main purpose of creating a motto and logo was not simply to
encourage personal acts of hospitality to visitors, though this is
absolutely a central component. It was also to unite the local
community with a common cause, a cause with implications that
reach far beyond Mt. Fuji tourism. It is the city’ s hope to rebuild
and promote the lower wards of Fujiyoshida that are proximally
further from the mountain and as such have progressively seen
far less tourism related revenue. The city aims to revive these
local businesses and neighborhoods by first encouraging the local
community to take stake in them. The city believes that before we
are able to promote local tourism we must first build a sense of
local identity and community and feel proud and happy to be
living here ourselves. Thus the motto on a city scale is a means of
building from within a sense if pride and ownership.
Since Mt. Fuji’ s inscription as a Unesco World Cultural Heritage
site, Fujiyoshida, as both the symbolic and physical gateway to Mt.
Fuji, has and will continue to welcome many more guests, both
domestic and international, than ever before. In light of this
reality the city is faced with the challenge of developing and
sustaining an infrastructure to support tourists and local
communities in a mutually beneficial, cohesive way. We believe
that this unifying motto and logo is a step in the right direction by
sending a message to the outside world that we are committed to
welcoming them with open hearts and minds, and as a reminder
to the local community to have pride in this beautiful city and
promote it through their acts of hospitality.

Tremendous
Foreign Racer Turnout & Performance at the 66th Annual Fuji Mountain Race
More photos from the race are available on the Fujiyoshida City Facebook page!
Thousands gathered in front of Fujiyoshida City Hall this year for the 66th Annual Fuji Mountain Race. The International Affairs Desk
registered approximately 50 foreign racers representing about a dozen different countries. Of this number, 3 foreign racers placed in
the top 10. Ms. Leah Daugherty (USA) placed 1st in the female summit course, Ms. Ruth Croft (New Zealand) placed 9th, and Mr.
Stephan Tassani-Prell (Germany) placed 7th in the male summit course. We were incredibly pleased with foreign racer turnout and
performance this year! We look forward to welcoming even more ambitious athletes next year!

** FOR INFORMATION ON REGISTRATION FOR THE NEXT FUJI MOUNTAIN RACE PLEASE CONTACT THE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DESK

Fujiyoshida
Ablaze as the City Celebrates the Two-Day Yoshida Fire Festival
More photos from the festival are available on the Fujiyoshida City Facebook page!
The weather cooperated beautifully for this year’ s Yoshida Fire Festival with some light drizzle at the very end of the night. Mt. Fuji
emerged from a week-long cloud cover as if to participate in the firey festivities below. Vendors lined the streets and filled the
smokey, hot air with the delicious scent of festival food. Spectators of all ages and places of origin marveled at the powerful heat and
energy rising from the massive torches set ablaze along the entire length of the main thoroughfare. Huge crowds looked on as the
Fujisan Kaen Taiko Drum group performed along side fire dancers who spun torches and fire poi. The second day of the festival, the
Susuki Festival, was an equally striking event. The portable shrines that had spent the night in the upper ward of the city were hoisted
back to their rightful home at Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine. The intensity of the event was truly captivating and left

FUJIYOSHIDA & THE WORLD

25th Annual Middle School Sister-City Delegation (USA)
Every May, middle schools throughout Fujiyoshida sift through stacks of applications from young
hopefuls attempting to secure a spot in the next Middle School Sister-City Delegation, as young
ambassadors to our sister-city of Colorado Springs, Colorado. Pre-departure orientations
commence promptly after the �inal participant selections are made and weekly group meetings
are held to discuss American culture, to learn some basic English and to prepare performances
and presentations. The group this year was comprised of seventeen young people, nine girls and
eight boys, from �ive different middle schools.
This year´s itinerary included four nights at a summer camp in Divide, Colorado with members of
the Colorado Springs Children´s Choral , a school visit and observation at Skyview Middle School,
volunteering at a booth hosted by the Japan America Society of Southern Colorado (JASSC) at the
“Everybody Welcome Festival,” a bus tour of Pikes Peak, Garden of the Gods Visitor Center and
Trading Post, two nights with host families, a �inal farewell pizza party with members of JASSC,
and many performances of the Soran Bushi and (mis)adventures along the way.
We were so pleased to welcome home the world travelers and hear their tales of team-building,
cross-cultural communication, and the tremendous warmth and kindness they recieved from
everyone they encountered. For many members of the group this was their �irst time abroad and
through this experience they were able to overcome fears of language barriers and cultural
disparities. When asked how the group got along with their American peers, one of our
chaperones marveled, “feelings and music transcended all boundaries, everyone was so moved
by how easily they could communicate despite having limited language.”

The group would like to extend a special thank you to Marcia Hendricks and the Colorado Springs
Children´s Choral whose �inal farewell performance moved them to tears, to their host families
whose warm hospitality calmed their travel weary nerves, to Paul Maruyama, Kaori Katsumata,
Dan Yoshii and other members of the Japan America Society of Southern Colorado for their
tremendous support throughout their stay, to Colorado College for their kind gifts and assistance
with transportation, and last but certainly not least their beloved Mr. Robin Lawrentz, a friendly
familiar face and beacon of support from Fujiyoshida all the way to Colorado. We owe the
success of this program to the kindness and hospitality of individuals and groups like you.
We look forward to the continued friendship and support of members of the Colorado Springs
community and are incredibly excited for the continued implementation of this and like
programs in the years to come.

Press coverage of this year´s group in Colorado
can be found via the following sources:

・CNN iReport
ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1017168
・Colorado Springs FreshInk (service of The Gazette)
www.csfreshink.com/group/falcon/forum/topics/colorado-s
prings-students-strengthen-city-s-cultural-ties-with
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Mon Ami Mont-Blanc
Fujiyoshida and Chamonix-Mont-Blanc, France will celebrate 35
years of sister-city relations and friendship this year. As part of the
celebration the city will send 25 members of our community, including
the Mayor Horiuchi and his wife, to Chamonix for 8 days in
September. Led by the head of international relations Mr. Kazufumi
Watanabe, the group will explore the local culture and take part in
many activities to become better acquainted with our French sister.
Chamonix is located in the south of France in a region that and
borders both Switzerland and Italy. It is the site of the first winter
olympics in 1924 and remains a popular destination for winter sports.
Similar to how Fujiyoshida rests at the foot of Mt. Fuji, the highest
peak in Japan, Chamonix sits at the northern base of Mont Blanc,one
of the highest peaks in the European Alps.
Later in October, Fujiyoshida will welcome the mayor of Chamonix,
Mr. Eric Fournier, and the president of the Chamonix Fujiyoshida
Sister-City Frienship Association Ms. Chantal Lafuma. We are
thrilled to welcome them to our city and continue to strengthen our
friendship and sister-city relationship through these types of
exchanges .
For more information on

JUNIOR CHAMBER INTERNATIONAL
please visit:

http://www.jci.cc

Fujiyoshida Welcomes Students from New Zealand

・Facebook Story from School Visit
www.facebook.com/district49/posts/624475974237495

As part of a grassroots intercultural exchange developed and
implemented by the International Relations Association of the Fuji Five
Lakes Area, and the Fuji Five Lakes chapter of Junior Chamber
International, a non-profit organization that promotes grassroots
initiatives and activism for young citizens around the world, Fujiyoshida
is currently hosting 19 students and 2 chaperones from Tawa
Intermediate school in Wellington, New Zealand. The Fuji Five Lakes
and Wellington have had an exchange partnership in place since 1994
and continue to send exchanges every two years.
Staying with local host families and filling their ten-day schedule with
fun cultural activities, the group is staying busy and reports having a
great time! The Internatioal Affairs Desk was able to squeeze into their
busy schedule and cover their school visit at Fujigakuen, a prestigious
private junior and senior high school in the lower ward of Fujiyoshida.
The group observed Budo (traditional Japanese martial arts) with
demonstrations by the kendo and judo club members including one by
Japanese national judo champion,Haruka Funakubo, who is a 3rd year
junior high school student at Fujigakuen. The group also observed
homeroom dynamics and folded origami with the 3rd year junior high
school class. As we watched this room full of young people sharing
laughs and words of encouragement, we were reminded once again of the
importance of these types of exchanges in building bonds and breaking
barriers.

Innovative Innitiatives

Taking a closer look at Fujiyoshida’ s Partnership with Keio University

Yamanashi Prefecture, Fujiyoshida & Keio University, a prestigious private
university in Tokyo, launched an innovative partnership in 2007 in an effort to
advance local culture, community building, & preservation of Mt. Fuji’ s natural
environment. We offer a glance at a couple of the ongoing programs in place.

2013 ecological & environmental fieldwork
A Comprehensive Overview by Tomoko Doko

a student measures the diameter of a tree

“Ecological and Environmental Fieldwork” is a class of the Graduate School of
Media and Governance in Keio University. This is a unique class which is originally
a course of fall semester, but is held as an “intensive course” during the summer
vacation. The language of this class is English. In this class, students get hands-on
exercises on fieldwork skills in the fields of natural science and social science
regarding environment. International Program for Environmental Innovators of
Keio University provides financial support for the transportation fee and
accommodation fee during the camp. This program is funded by Strategic Funds for
the Promotion of Science and Technology, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan. The topic of a year is subject to change
every year. In 2011, the topic of the class was “renewable energy” , and in 2012 and
2013 the topic is “monitoring wildlife and plants.”
Keio University, Fujiyoshida City, and Yamanashi Prefecture have official
partnership. This class attempts to maximize the power of this partnership. Since
2011, every year, the training camps of this class have been held during September
in Fujiyoshida City, Yamanashi Prefecture. Students of Keio University conduct
fieldwork in situ and share the intellectual outcome with local governments. Every
year students make final presentations on the last day of training camps based on
the field exercises to target public administration in Fujiyoshida City regarding
practical proposals to solve specific issues.

a student uses a laser scanner to
measure the height of a tree

In 2013, the concrete items to be studied are 1) quadrat sampling (method to record
vegetation community types, method to measure tree height and DBH, etc),
biomass energy calculation, and 2) monitoring mammals by camera traps. The
camp will be held in Fujiyoshida in 15 to 18 September (3 nights and 4 days). Before
the training camp, students will have exercised above field techniques in SFC
(Shonan Fujisawa Campus) at Keio University from July to August. Now students
have prepared survey plans to be ready to go to Fujiyoshida City to conduct field
survey in September. Moreover, as this unique educational program gets
international attention, we expect staff and students of Lund University from
Sweden will join the training camp of this class as a concurrent international class.

「慶応義塾連携・まちづくり推進室」
“Keio Cooperative Town Renovation Promotion Division” at Fujyoshida City Hall
This past April, Fujiyoshida City Hall put a division in place specifically
designated to promote innovative town renovation as an extension of
the partnership that the city had already had in place with Keio
University. Keio University students and graduates who had previously
worked in the city as interns in a similar initiative were hired as official
employees of the city on an independent contract. Their various efforts
include community building and outreach, local event planning and
promotion, promotion of local culture, agriculture and businesses and
much more. This is an exciting time for this division as the city works to
rebuild from the inside out in an effort to become an increasingly tourist
friendly city. They will undoubtedly have a hand in the realization of
local cultural capital. It is a true asset to have the objective perspective,
young ambition and intellectual vitality of Keio students invested in such
a pressing mission. We are excited to continue reporting on their
projects and finding more things to be excited about in our beautiful city.

featured project

吉田ごはんBRAND
Promoting local specialties in an innovative
branding campaign titled “Yoshida Gohan,” the
division created post cards that feature local
restaurants that serve locally sourced favorites.
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a student sets a camera trap on a tree

The objective of the class is to learn the skills and techniques which can approach
local and regional problems from diversified standpoints. Students acquire the
skills to 1) plan and conduct a field survey, 2) analyze results, and 3) summarize
them as a report. The lecturer expects that the students will think and structure
field survey by themselves, rather than being taught specific field survey method
one by one. During class, the lecturer will explain the study area and approach of
this class, and make several groups. After this, the class will be conducted mainly
based on group discussion. After literature survey, the activities will be focused on
field survey in situ. The necessary field survey skills will be described during
lectures, and if needed exercises will be conducted in the field.

>> www.facebook.com/yoshidagohan
>> www.city.fujiyoshida.yamanashi.jp/div/
english/html/images/reiho%20online/134_MarApr.pdf

In the spirit of autumn & seasonal hearty hops
we offer a tantilizing sneak peek into Fujiyoshida’ s very own
German microbrewery & restaurant, ふじやまビール (Fujiyama Beer) & their mission
to produce & distribute excellent local beer brewed with Mt. Fuji spring water.

PLATZ

at

Fujiyama Beer

hours of operation

〒403-0006 Yamanashi, Fujiyoshida, Ａｒａｙａ 1936
Telephone: 0555-24-4800 // Fax: 0555-24-4802
URL: www.fujiyama-beer.com // E-mail: fyb@mfi.or.jp

Platz
[11:00 AM to 10:00 PM]
Prost (Restaurant) [Last order @ 9:00 PM]
Pause (Cafe)
[11:00 AM to 5:00 PM]

＊Family Day every Sunday <20% Discount>
＊Ladies Day every Wednesday <￥800 all you can drink>

Located at the epicenter of Fujiyoshida
tourism, across the way from the Fujiyoshida
Road Station, a brightly illuminated vaguely
romanesque stone facade immediately
catches the eye. The name “Platz” appears on
a large plaque to right of the entrance under
a handsome stone archway. “Platz” refers to
the entire Fujiyama Beer complex which
houses a microbrewery, restaurant (Prost),
cafe (Pause), and a gift shop (Kiosk) along
with a seasonal foot hot spring and unlimited
free Mt. Fuji spring water. Each of these
sections operate independently and have
varying schedules (shown above).

「地ＢＥＥＲ愛」・・・ ?
Good local brews arenʼ t just for yuppies and hipsters. Fujiyama Beerʼ s motto,「地ＢＥＥＲ愛」“ji-biiru-ai” translates as
“local beer love” and is both a declaration and an invitation to love local beer. The company brought in a German
microbrew expert and spent a year perfecting their technique under his guidance. It is said that their beer is particularly
delicious due to the use of renowned Mt. Fuji spring water. Their beers are of course available in house but can be
purchased at a variety of diﬀerent locations in the area including Selva grocery store in Kawaguchiko, Mt. Fuji Station gift
shop, Fuji-Q Highland, 7/11 convenience stores, and Fujiyoshida and Subashiri Road Stations. They also set up vending
tents at local events and festivals so keep an eye out for their distinct logo. Considered a local delicacy and branded as a
product of “Yoshida Gohan,” this is a Fujiyoshida staple and a must-try for everyone in and around the the area!

Pilsner
Pilsners are perhaps the
most popular, most
frequently consumed
type of German beer.
They are typically
characterized by a light
golden color, with a
bitter, earthy taste off
the bat with a smooth
finish, crisp finish.

Weizen

Dunkel

“Weizen” literally
translating as “wheat”
refers to a class of
German beers brewed
from wheat.

Dunkel refers to dark
German lagers. They
can range in color and
range from dark to
reddish brown.

Weizens are light in
color with a distinct
fruity, spicy flavor.

They have a smooth
malty flavor with
earthy undertones.

*End Fujikyu
Line Summer
Schedule

**Flea
Market
[9:30-4:00]

SPORTS DAY
(junior high)

SPORTS DAY
(junior high)
Yabusame
Festival
Day 1

Yabusame
Festival
Day 2

SPORTS DAY
(elementary)

October

September

EVENTS & iNFO
Citizens’
Sports
Festival
**Flea
Market
[9:30-4:00]

**Flea
Market
[9:30-4:00]

**Flea
Market
[9:30-4:00]

A festival with a rich local history
featuring an equestrian archery event
dating all the way back to the Kamakura
era, the Yabusame festival is a must see
this autumn! Shinto observers in the
Shimoyoshida area believe that Gods
descend upon the area in the spring &
depart again in the fall. Thus the intent of
the of the festival is to ward off fires &
quarrels in their absence. Religious
nuances can be evidenced in the
meticulousness with which rituals &
customs are carried out by the archers
prior to &during the event. Archers are
members of the local community who
have undergone intensive purification
rights & training.
Admission is free & there are many events
between the two days. We invite you to
come and get a taste of local history &
tradition and enjoy this lively &
intriguing two-day festival.

HiSTORiC HiKE

Photo courtesy of Mr. Kiyomasa Miyashita

SENGEN SHRINE <--> 5TH STATION MT. FUJI
This is a particularly
striking time of year to
ascend Mt. Fuji from Kitaguchi
Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine, the
historic entrance to the Yoshida Trail.
Vibrant autumn foliage can be seen
throughout the Fuji Five Lakes area & in the
forests at the foot of majestic Mt. Fuji. The
entirety of this portion of the Yoshida Trail
(Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine to the 5th
Station) is below the treeline, offering a
beautiful trek through the lush forest painted
with the spectacular hues of autumn. The rich
history of this trail can be evidened by the
periodic plaques denoting where a tea house
once stood or a small shrine was erected.
We invite you to take part in the historic
legacy of ascending Mt. Fuji from its
base and to be awed by the truly
timeless mystique and
beauty of this historic
hike.

MT. FUJI STATION <--> 5TH STATION
FUJIKYU BUS LINE・FALL SCHEDULE

MT. FUJI STATION

5th STATION MT. FUJI

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

DEPARTURE

8:10 *
9:10
10:10
11:10
12:20
13:40
16:40 *

9:15 *
10:15
11:15
12:15
13:25
14:45
17:45 *

9:40 *
10:50
11:50
13:20
14:20
15:30
17:50 *

BUS FARE

ARRIVAL

10:35 *
10:50
11:50
13:20
14:20
15:30
17:50 *

ADULT

CHILD

ONE-WAY

・Location: Omuro Sengen Shrine
・Dates & Times:
9/18 - 10:00~9:40
9/19 - 10:00~3:00 (main event)

**Fujiyoshida Road Station = Michi no Eki Fujiyoshida [ 道の駅富士吉田・0555-21-1000 ]
*Up-to-date 5th Station Mt. Fuji fall bus schedule available below and at:
<< http://bus.fujikyu.co.jp/line/jikokuhyo/10.html >>

\1,500

\750

ROUNTRIP

流鏑馬祭り (Yabusame Festival)

Halloween

\2,000

\1000

＊Ｏｎｌｙ ａｖａｉｌａｂｌｅ ｂｅｔｗｅｅｎ ９／２～９／２９

・This schedule is effective through 12/2 (weather permitting).
・The Fujikyu Bus Line operates from Kawaguchiko Station and Fuji Hokuroku
Park parking lot as well. These time tables, along with the time table above,
can be found at the following website:
<< http://bus.fujikyu.co.jp/line/jikokuhyo/10.html >> (all in Japanese)
富士山駅 - Mt. Fuji Station // 富士山五合目 - 5th Station Mt. Fuji
河口湖駅 - Kawaguchiko Station // 富士北麓駐車所 - Fuji Hokuroku Parking

A few things to keep in mind prior to your ascent:
1. Facilities & resources between Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen Shrine & the
5th Station are limited. Please be sure to bring along enough water, food
& equipment. (There are some restrooms available seasonally)
2. Due to the introduction of the Subaru Line, this portion
of the trail was greatly neglected for quite some time.
Subsequently many of the once thriving tea houses &
similar buildings have become dilapidated. You
will undoubtedly come across such ruins. Do not
be alarmed. There is considerable history &
beauty in the breakdown.

5th Station
45 MiN

20 MiN

20 MiN

30 MiN
15 MiN

30 MiN

4th Station
3rd Station
2nd Station
1st Station
Umagaeshi
Oshichaya Teahouse
(historic ruins)

60 MiN

Nakanochaya Teahouse

(closed during the off-season)
80 MiN

Kitaguchi Hongu
Fuji Sengen Shrine

For more information regarding the
historic hike to the 5th station please contact
the International Affairs Desk.

